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1. There are two kind of waves in the so-called westerly waves; namely, the 

long waves and the short waves. It is said that the long waves proceed 5-10° per day 

eastward while the short waves 15° per day. However, in the Southern Ocean, careful 

observation of barometric changes reveals the existence of small scale waves proceed 

successively from west to east as the troughs and wedges which seem like of the 

so -called stormy zone. 

2. In order to distinguish these waves, it is enough to trace troughs and wedges 

on the sequence chart of barometric change. Such sequence chart is constructed 

using 3-hourly reports of remote islands and ships. However, for this purpose, it is 

desirable to use the data obtained south of 50°S, because in such area, diurnal varia

tion of the atmospheric pressure becomes considerably small (see Fig. 1). 

3. Northern limit of these waves is rather vague, and is difficult to distinguish. : 

However, the barometric variation by these waves is comparatively large in the zone 

between 50°-60°S, and it becomes small and can not be distinguished in the southern 

portion. 

* Japan Meteorological Agency. Member of the Japanese Antarctic Researh Expedition, 1956-57. 
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Notes: (1) M 71, M 81, M 82, . . . .... . are wave numbers. 

(2) Wave number in (a) corresponds with the number in (b) 

Fig. 1. Example of small scale waves. 

4. These small scale waves are well observed when a blocking small High having 

a north-south axis with the · Polar High existed in these regions. Sometimes� small 

cyclones in the southern side of the Southern Ocean High coincide with the small 

cyclones of the northern side. In such case, the northern side cyclones are apt to 

strong compared with the southern cyclones. 

Experiences obtained on board whaling ships operating in the Ross Sea area show 

that even in the very central part of such Southern Ocean High, rapid spreading of 

clouds is seen for short period when the trough of waves passes over the ship. 

5. The small waves can be traced with troughs and wedges. The moving velocity 

is 20°-25° lat. per day, namely, about 1 ° per hour. Accordingly, along 60°S it is 

30 kt, and along 70°S, respectively. 

6. These small scale waves become vague when they proceed into large scale 

atmospheric disturbance. However, it becomes very distinct when such disturbance 

become weak. 

7. Velocity of these waves is apt to be accelerated when the tight westerly 

comes down southward from the so-called stormy zone. 

8. Duration of these waves is comparatively long, and some waves reach even to 

the Ross Sea area from the Indian Ocean area. 

9. These small waves are indistinct in the easterly zone of the Polar High and 

such waves can not be traced in such case. 

10. In the Ross Sea area, the small waves do not proceed along the longitudinal 

line but become to have a southerly component for its proceeding direction, because 

there are high mountains along the west side of the Ross Sea coast. Namely, the 
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mouth of the Ross Sea gets prior influence of these waves rather than the inner 

part of the Sea (see Fig. 2). 

11. This is only a preliminary report, therefore the detailed report will be 

published in the near future. 
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Fig. 2. Small scale waves in the Ross area. 

Notes: (1) · A, B, C, ........ denote characteristic points on the wave. 
(2) Characteristic point in (a) corresponds with the. one in (b). 


